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Two breeds of ophiolite:
a summary history of my reasoning, with examples
Miles Osmaston
miles@osmaston.demon.co.uk; http://osmaston.org.uk
References to the publication number in my website listing are made with the No in curly brackets { }
Hello to whom it may concern
Foreword
This draft is written to elaborate upon the specifically ophiolite aspects of my contention,
written to several people under the subject line 'Plate Tectonics @ 50 already has a 31-year-old versatile
successor' after the early-November 2017 Geol Soc celebratory 3-day video-linked conference entitled
'Plate Tectonics @50'. Inevitably, however, largely because of highly interactive factors, mainly in the
fields of geodynamics and magmagenesis, which betray how the Earth works, such limitation of this
discussion will not prove possible here. In this discussion I describe how features of their construction and
geotectonic occurrence lead me to conclude that there are two breeds of ophiolite, with geodynamically
opposed significance, one recording the moment that a plate separation began and the other the timing of
their ongoing relative closure. Clearly this is an essential element in the process which I have called PKA
(Plate Kinematic Analysis) and the better understanding of how the Earth works to which that can lead.
Four petrological factors play important, and sometimes multiple, parts in PKA.
In summary, these are:(a) my primary reason for writing in 2017 that plate tectonics 'already has a 31 year-old versatile
successor' refers to the paper by Hirth & Kohlstedt EPSL 1996, (H&K) 31 years earlier, concerning
mantle water content and rheology. They pointed out that interstitial melt, such as that seismologically
observed as the LVZ (Low Velocity Zone) beneath oceanic lithosphere, can remove by partition all or
most of the water-weakening present in the mineral structure. They showed this must make it stiffer to
corresponding depths by up to 2 orders of magnitude, thereby rendering the effective plate thickness
largely independent of cooling time, contrary to widespread thinking. [In three other presentations,
{31(1995)} {51(2000} {86 (2006)} I have shown that this thick-plate perspective valuably enables other
features of MORs to be explained. The first of these (1995) preceded the H&K1996 paper, whose
supportive consequences I therefore found very welcome.]
Similar seismological characteristics are seen in the 180-600km depth interval below Archaean-Early
Proterozoic cratons (Gu et al 1998; Agee 1998; Adam Dziewonski, pers com 2001) equipping them with
rheologically immobile 'deep keels' which move about integrally with the cratons, setting up flow patterns
in the surrounding mantle. I have given strong reasons {83}{137}{138} that the Earth was constructed
with a water-saturated mantle from the very beginning, so the mantle was still appreciably waterweakened even after the ocean emergence from it during the Archaean, so its removal would have been
tectonically important ever since;
(b) the volume increase or decrease per joule associated with shallow upper mantle phase changes,
notably those of garnet-to-spinel peridotite and spinel-to-plagioclase peridotite (Wood&Yuen
EPSL,1983; Bernie Wood, pers coms 2000-2002), amount to >50 times what pure thermal expansivity
would do;
(c) thermally-caused volume increases per joule of the middle-depth mature continental crustal
material (MCC) (Giles Droop, pers com calcs at my request 2001), will amount (but depending upon
constitution and upon assuming a closed system) to 25 or more times what pure thermal expansivity will
cause. This distinguishes MCC from IC (Intermediate Crust) by rising a lot epeirogenetically when
regional heating of both is imposed, because IC's deep construction gives it a very low thermal
epeirogenic response. Regional heating of the crust may be due to events in the mantle or to covering it
with an allochthon. For those no yet aware of what I mean by IC, please see my abstracts {111} and
{135} and my complete EGU 2014 poster presentation at the latter website position.
(d) if ophiolites are indeed the products of MORs, as is widely supposed, our understanding needs
to start with a secure model of what goes on at MORs. Experimental work (e.g. Chai etal 1996) shows
that crystalline olivine, the main constituent of the Upper Mantle, is highly anisotropic, both in seismic
transmission velocity and in thermal conductivity, both with maximum on the same (a) axis. This is a
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highly significant property in my 2014 new MOR model {134}, which I first proposed in 1995 {31}. That
was before the H&K paper was published. Let me explain. Raitt's 1963 report of seismic anisotropy in the
NE Pacific had, by 1971 (e.g. Coleman; Dewey & Bird), led to an underlying regular assumption that the
anisotropy is caused by the shearing drag within mantle flows tat are divergent from the axis of the MOR,
pulling the plates apart. Such mantle mobility is clearly incompatible with the H&K reasoning in (a)
above. My model, however, is fully in accord with the H&K reasoning. It has in essence a deep and
narrow, subaxial crack between H&K-stiffened walls of indefinite lateral thickness. Plate separation
moves the walls apart, inducing the inflow of mantle which pressure relief then causes to become partially
molten. The melt recrystallizes onto the cooler walls as it ascends, offsetting the amount of separation.
Initial crystallization of the olivine will do so with randomly directed crystal axes, but those with their aaxis perpendicular to the walls will grow the fastest because their high thermal conductivity will extract
latent heat of crystallization fastest from the mantle mush. The low thermal conductivity of surrounding
melt will enhance this effect. Thus this narrow-crack model builds in, right from the start, the observed
seismological anisotropy in the product. Add to this that my model also provides an explanation of why
the observed structure of MORs has three forms, changing with spreading rate. This initial success of my
deep-crack model will encourage us to explore the possibility that the crack may extend to great depth, so
genesis of some ophiolites, which have UHP minerals, including diamonds, in their mantle tectonite may
not be confined to the oceanic domain but extend to the splitting of areas with very thick tectospheres,
such as Archaean cratons.
***
In 1965-66 I took a year off at the end of my previous job (astronavigation design for long-range
air-launched weapons, using the planets too) to enable me, in furtherance of my planetery interest, to put
together a continental crust movement plan for the entire Phanerozoic, using only palaeomagnetism and
dates of subduction volcanics - all that were available at that time -, but feeling very frustrated that there
were no means of dating separations. Nevertheless my product got me into Imperial. From then on,
following Gass 1968, Miyashiro 1973 and Ian Gass on Troodos 1977 {6}, all ophiolites have habitually
been regarded as dating the completion of plate closure whereby the subduction process is supposed to
have managed to push a large area of often very young and hot oceanic crust some distance (often uphill)
onto the formerly overriding plate. In my talk at the Paris IGC 1980 {9} I raised the question, however,
that if the Jurassic and Cretaceous ophiolites in the Alpide belt marked closures, what was left to close in
the Tertiary, when the principal deformations occurred? I also pointed out that if an ophiolite has a hot
mantle laccolith/tectonite spreading out over wet sediments this would generate SSZ (supra-subduction
zone) -like volcanics by water-dominated fractionation within the tectonite, without it being a subduction
closure environment. The sedimentary-protolith metamorphic soles of many ophiolites; a feature listed in
the Geotimes 1972 definition of an ophiolite, confirms involvement of such a situation. Jean Aubouin,
running the 1980 meeting as IUGS President, was planning to go on a shipboard trip to investigate a
subduction zone; the Central America Trench. I suspect he wanted to discover whether Coleman's
'obduction' idea, involving a reversal of subductiive action, had any connection with his 1965 conclusion
in his book 'Geosynclines' that European orogens are all 'bivergent', meaning divergent in two directions.
Aubouin, interested in my IGC abstract but unable to get to my talk, invited me into his office to discuss
it, but there wasn't time to talk also about his Geosynclines conclusion, which had puzzled me. It wasn't
until my 2008 Alps/UHP paper (see the home page of my website) that my recognition of the epeirogenic
mechanism ((c) in my Foreword) responsible for the major uplifts of the External Massifs of the Alps
(e.g.8km for the Aar - R Trümpy pers com 1980), as a consequence of northward Austroalpine
overthrusting, enabled me to explain the late-stage 'bivergent' structural result.
More generally, in the case of a block of MCC (typified, for example, by the presence inter alia, of
amphibolite in its mid-to-lower crust), although the emplacement upon it of an allochthonous 'lid' initially
depresses the recipient crust, this is soon reversed by the buildup, below the allochthonous lid, of internal
radiogenic heat, triggering thereby the volume increase and uplift by mechanism (c). If the resultant
weathering/erosion removes material faster than the crustal geotherm can adjust, ultimate exhumation
may far exceed the original thickness of the allochthon, removing all sign of it. I have called this
'exhumational overshoot' in my work.
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John Dewey has commented on the brevity in ophiolites of the interval between MORB and SSZ
genesis if indeed it were such a major change of environment. Although I didn't realize it until later, I
should add here that the sometimes economically valuable dunite-chromite pods found in many mantle
tectonites, of which Luobusa, Tibet, is the extreme example, are clearly formed in places where sufficient
water access from beneath it has taken SSZ-type magmagenesis from it to the cumulate limit. This, too,
supports the inference of a non-subduction environment. I discuss it later.
Another demanding change we will consider later is that the lower part of many ophiolites records
metamorphism at a depth of 40km or more, see my Appendix, yet they now rest high up within or on top
of continental crust. How can this happen within a short timescale?
For transitions from MORB to SSZ magma compositions to occur so quickly we need to enquire
how the ophiolite's MORB lavas were generated in the first place. Beginning in 1999, I made intense
study of how melt may reliably be segregated from partially molten mantle The chemistry of many
demands segregation at a much greater depth than that of volcano's magma chamber. This is a problem
still largely by-passed by magmatologists, leaving readers to suppose that it does so by upward
percolation. But Peter Harris 1957 showed that this leads to what he called 'zone refining' and K1
enrichment. Such lavas do occur in very special situations, but MORB shows no sign of it . In 1999 {46}
I proposed that segregation from a magma when rising in a narrow crack occurs by a 'log-jam' mechanism,
such as that well known to rock crack-grouting engineers and others, and occurs when the solids are
bigger than a quarter of the crack width, their shapes having little effect. In our case this will arise by the
growth of its restite solids by cumulate intergrowths as cooling levels are reached, forming a filter through
which the melt is forced diapirically. Rupture of the jam, as the crack widens further, provides a source
for so-called mantle xenoliths. Because of the way they are built these xenoliths actually are not true
samples of the mantle at any depth. The major-element composition of the segregated product depends
primarily on the jam depth, shallower in the MOR hot environment, so the composition of MORB is
tholeiitic, as observed. And xenoliths are rare in MORB because of the low pressure-difference across the
jam. In the case of a young oceanic island, the mantle duct is cooler, being new to the job, so the jam
forms at greater depth and alkali basalt is the result, as widely observed. In 2008 {94} I showed that this
segregation-conditions determinant of composition works well all the way from MORB to flood basalts to
kimberlite. I show later that my plate-splitting MOR setup, of which my latest version is {134}, provides
a perfect situation from which a speedy transition to an HEO (Hot-Emplaced Ophiolite) may ensue.
Inclusion of flood basalts in the above remarks may puzzle the reader who believes that they are
the products of deep mantle plumes whose composition is derived from the Lower Mantle (LM). But in
my 'deep-keeled cratons' frame for geodynamics {88}{96}{97} plumes are not required. Splitting such a
craton will draw on Mantle Transition Zone material into which LM composition material is leaking to
balance what subduction is putting into it. We will see later that the breakup of Gondwanaland, widely
attributed to a deep mantle plume, was likely caused geodynamically, with the observed flood basalts,
some with LM geochemical features, being the consequence.
In this paper I concentrate on the construction and geodynamic significance of the many wellstudied ophiolites currently regarded as recording plate closure/collision events. I will show that, on the
contrary, a high proportion of them actually record the moment of initation of a fresh plate-separative
sequence. I call these Hot-Emplaced Ophiolites (HEOs). The other breed I will call Cold-Emplaced
Ophiolites (CEOs). In their paper 'Ophiolites and their origins' Dilek & Furnes 2014, being aware of my
'Two Breeds' thinking, (see below), have nonetheless merely restated the standard interpretation of
supposedly convergence-related ophiolites, introducing a variety of other, clearly separation-related,
occurrences, to treat them as members of the ophiolite family, thereby arguing that there are indeed two
1

those 'special circumstances' are where post-subduction magmatism (PSM - see later) is being generated
from within the post-downbend part of a former subduction interface which happens to have been
rendered near-vertical by the action of extended subduction tectonic erosion (STE) - a process that we
discuss later also. The melt experiences zone refining and K-enrichment as it rises within the interface excrustal material. Clear examples are the long Shoshone Range tribal reserve in west-central Nevada
(hence 'shoshonite' for the potassic mineral), and the Roman Volcanics, relating to the subduction
interface configuratiom created during preparation of the Appenine structures.
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breeds in the family as they see it. This is not the issue I am concerned with here, but only with all those
ophiolites that these authors leave in their collision-related bucket.
You will see, for example, as we proceed, that the construction and emplacement of the
Ballantrae Ophiolite of Scotland yielded a source of young ocean floor which played a major part in the
subduction beneath the SE margin of the ocean during the Ordovician. In so doing it detached
fossiliferous terrane from the NW margin, transporting and embedding it into the southern one, providing
a first introduction of those faunas to the southern side of the system. On its other (northern) flank the
MOR initiated by BO generated the young floor responsible for the widespread Siluro-Devonian postsubduction granitoid magmatism (PSM) in Scotland, a process which I discuss in detail later. Vendian
Iapetan floor would not have had the necessary heat content.
In the treatment which follows I concentrate on ophiolites whose exposure is sufficiently all-inone-piece to provide a firm linkage between diagnostic indications of which breed it belongs to. In some
places, especially the Balkans, structural disruption in the Cenozoic has strewn separated bits of earlieremplaced ophiolite around, leaving inconclusive which breed it was a part of.
Everyone seems to have regarded the closure view of ophiolites as being supported by ophiolites
being found incorporated into thrust sheets or on the tops of mountains, despite that Forristall 1972 GSAB
concluded, from peer-reviewed calculation, that 'stress in the allochthon was overlooked by Hubbert &
Rubey, but limits pushing to DOWNHILL for anything but the smallest allochthons, if failure is to be
avoided.' It appears that all those people aware of that paper, but unable or unwilling to check the
calculation for themselves, must have thought the observed facts must prove Forristall to have been
wrong. In fact, as I will show, the elevation process at issue here is not thrusting but is the thermal
epeirogenic one listed as (c) in my Foreword to this document. In my Alps/UHP paper 2008 (see my
website home page) I showed that there is another aspect to this detachment-by-shearing problem; this is
that extended STE (basal Subduction Tectonic Erosion) below a continental margin is what cuts away the
crustal basement, bit by bit, leading to imbrication at not far from sea-level. Extended decollement is not
involved.
Forristall's stricture would seem to be even more valid if the allochthon were sufficiently partially
molten mantle tectonite to be actively extruding SSZ volcanics. With this kind of ophiolite in mind, at the
1990 Oman Ophiolite symposium, my 'catastrophic' model (as he called it) for its rapid emplacement {17}
was commended for consideration by Bob Coleman in his summing up. Glennie et al 1974 (recording the
comprehensive study by Shell Petroleum) had authoritatively documented that the complete ophiolite had
slidden shorewards from a split-generated elevation in the Hawasina P-Tr sedimentary basin, gathering
decollement slices in front of and under it as it did so. In support of that, Coleman had reported (in JGR
1981 Special Issue), and in 1991 I personally confirmed in the field, that the mantle tectonite had
experienced subaerial lateritic weathering before receiving any terrigenous covering on its way
downslope. To explain the inclusion, early in that process, of the huge, mountain-sized, carbonate 'Oman
Exotics' Glennie et al also concluded that the split must have occurred close to, or within, the carbonateprograded shelf at the far side of the Hawasina sedimentary basin, causing its edge to collapse. Glennie
thought that the sliding assemblage then managed, by depressing the plate ahead of it, to get ashore in
Oman and now to form the 1800m-high mountains.
None of this layout, especially the sourcing and inclusion of the Oman Exotics, seems consistent
with a subduction closure situation. Saih Hatat, however, SW of Muscat, does expose some carpholitebearing exhumed metamorphics typical of those formed by subduction - see my 2008 Alps paper,
available in full from the home page of my website. But the Semail Ophiolite has been emplaced directly
onto these with only a minor intervening conglomerate or mélange, signifying that, before the ophiolite
arrived, enough time for ~20km of erosion must have elapsed after subduction ceased and exhumation
began. On the other hand, Glennie et al, on stratigraphic evidence in the overridden decollement nappes
under the Semail, found that in the central Oman Mountains, further north, it had taken about 20Ma for its
sliding to reach the basin margin. Denudation rates are notoriously hard to estimate, but are likely in this
environment to have been considerably slower than 1km/Ma. So, as Coleman (pers com) has agreed,
subduction was earlier and had ended well before emplacement of the Semail Ophiolite.
Towering a further 1200m above the Oman (Semail) ophiolite is Djebel Akhdar, the highest point
in the El Hajar mountains, a Palaeozoic carbonate mountain group off which parts of the ophiolite are
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seen to have slid; clearly this is a block of mature continental crust (MCC) whose deep constitition has
given it an exceptionally high thermal epeirogenic response to having a lid put on top of it. Illustrations of
my model, as now developed, for the genesis and emplacement of such a Hot-Emplaced Ophiolite (HEO),
and for its epeirogenic uplift and its slide onto a continental margin, are given on the first 2 panels of my
poster-file named <EGU2012-ArcticIC&PKA-Assy.pdf> previously sent to some of you as an attachment,
and now available at {125}. The abstract is also available at {125} in my website listing. Here, below, is
my principal HEO diagram from there.
Drawn primarily to address the
Oman situation, I reproduce a more fully
explanatory version of this illustration in
the Appendix at the end of this
document..
It portrays the burst-out situation,
forming the growing laccolith of mantle
tectonite, spreading across the basin
floor, and carrying 'on its back' some of
the MORB-composition crust previouslyformed while the split was opening
MOR-like, before burst-out.
Note that during that initial stage,
the first mantle to enter the split will find rather cool walls, so its degree of pressure-relief melting will be
very low, yielding alkali basalt melt whose intrusive form is known as jacupirangite and leaving almost
undepleted lherzolite near the walls, some of which may get caught up in the burst-out flow. Jacupirangite
has been reported from the Oman Exotics and the early stage of StAnthony, and lherzolitic bands from the
northern part of BOI.
An important feature of this model is that as separation of a fresh split in the plate proceeds,
thickening and increasing the total buoyancy of the vertical sheet of freshly accreted and still-buoyant
induced mantle, its moment of burst-out from the split as an HEO onto the adjacent crustal surface will
come sooner the faster the splitting and will be larger in volume, the deeper that floor is. It cannot happen
in the mid-ocean environment because the adjacent floor is then already high. So the splitting of a preexisting deep IC-floored sedimentary basin, underlain by now-cooler mantle is a preferred location for this
to happen. Events around the Hawasina Basin margin suggest that the basin is the IC-floored product of a
continental separation of P2 or Tr2 age. This illustrates the geodynamic significance of an HEO for dating
the start of a new addition to a deep basin. Dated at close to 95Ma in the Oman case, enlargement
continuing in the 'far-side' direction presumably generated the floor which, including the 'far-side' shelf,
was then consumed or accreted at the Zagros subduction zone.
In my above-mentioned Arctic poster this reasoning enabled me on its panel 25 (also labelled 15,
due to previous use in another presentation) to date as 580 Ma the onset of the creation of the West
Siberian basin. The Voykar-Synya HEO of that age which forms the Polar Urals has a mantle tectonite
8km thick (Belousov etal 2010) and fills the former gap of 290km (motion B in panels 26/27) between the
two interacting parts of the Timanian orogen, the northern strip of which was, at that time, still attached to
the W side of the East Siberian craton. Voykar-Synya HEO was launched NWwards (present coordinates)
onto that much older IC (700Ma?) basin floor, part of which has now been filled with sediment to
constitute the oil-rich Pechora sedimentary basin.
Before I go on to other HEOs which have behaved similarly I want to bring in the other sort of
ophiolite, which I have called CEOs (Cold-Emplaced Ophiolites) the term 'cold' being useful for
contrasting them with HEOs, although it is in their modes of emplacement which are the chief way in
which they differ. My earliest distinction of this nature was in my 1980 Paris IGC, when I called them
Oman-type and California-type. Subsequently I did this in my 'Two breeds of ophiolite......' talks in Pavia
1995 {25} and in Jeddah 2001 {83} prior to a field traverse of the Arabian shield to Ryadh. My Pavia
abstract mentions some of the range of ophiolites I had already personally visited. To this list may also be
added the incomplete ones Dun Mtn and Northland of New Zealand, one on the Japan Sea coast of
Honshu, and one, in 1984, of several along the N side of the West Sayan Mountains, Siberia. The latter,
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see panels 29 and 30 of my EGU2012 Arctic PKA poster, is potentially especially interesting, had the IGC
Moscow 1984 field trip allowed me more time {11}. I expect the crust of the northward-overturned
forearc, with arc-derived sediments in the core of the fold, to be IC, not oceanic, uniquely exposing a
section of IC.
The main difference between my new HEO model outlined above and the one I presented in
Jeddah concerns the mode of constraint against burst-out by the mantle tectonite. In the new model it is
crystallization adherence to the original crack walls whereas, in Jeddah, I relied on the wall of the magma
chamber to provide constraint. The new model thereby provides, in accord with observations, for the
tectonite to be lherzolitic (low melt-loss) where it was close to the older, cooler walls, and harzburgitic,
having sourced more melt where it was in the hotter middle of the rising column.
In addition, the model resolves the long-evident puzzle as to why the metamorphic pressure-depth,
measured in the always-mafic upper part of the sole, is commonly many times the total thickness of the
ophiolite, even if reasonable allowance is made for crustal loss by erosion during emplacement. For
Ballantrae, in Scotland, the figure is 45km; for Oman it's ~35km, but some are much higher, as shown in
my table in the Appendix. The reason is that the mafic layer next to the mantle tectonite is actually not
part of the sole at all, having been generated at depth in the crack during mantle burst-out. The intense
shearing of interstitially melted mantle, close to the cooler walls, causes, by a mechanism related to
dilatancy, the concentration of the melt into a layer which facilitates the shearing. As the column ascends
to cooler levels this melt solidifies in a manner appropriate to that particular depth and Hey Presto! this is
what, after burst-out, has been called the HP part of the sole. The tectonite of one of the HEOs in the
former Yugoslavia exhibits several such bands, proving that they are nothing to do with a sole.
Such a band will also form near the other side of the split, destined to become the top of the
tectonite after burst-out. Burst-out will cause it to shear along the base/Moho of any MORB-type crust
already made as the split opened. When the tectonite starts to override wet sediments, promoting the
generation within it of SSZ-type melts, these melts will reach the top of it and generate wehrlites in that
position which, as widely observed, then intrude the overlying crust.
When I showed my Jeddah paper to Yildirim Dilek he was enthusiastic and invited me to repeat it
in his session at the 2001 GSA Ann Mtg in Boston 64} where I took the opportunity to introduce my
newer mode of burst-out constraint. But my two subsequent attempts to publish it in books were jointly
thwarted by Dilek and by Paul Robinson; the latter in contravention of the Geol Soc's rule that as an
appointed editor for the volume he may not also act as a referee. So, at GeolSoc behest, Robinson secured
the unwillingly (as I heard later) expressed endorsement of his rejection by pressurizing a colleague
already known to me. Robinson had rejected it on the basis (fully refuted in my big 2008 paper on the
Alps/UHP belts {91} and now available in full from my website home page) of his belief that Bob
Coleman's original 'obduction' proposal is the way subduction actually behaves, not basal subduction
tectonic erosion (STE). Obduction - the term coined by Coleman 1971 - is supposed to involve transfer of
oceanic crustal material to the upper plate as a brief misbehaviour of the subduction process, whereas STE
involves the transfer of material, apart from superficial sedimentation, from the base of the upper plate to
the downgoing plate.
STE is an Earth process whose significance I have explored more than any other, in 17
publications since 1985, {12,13,14,14a,15,15a,15b,16,19,26,27,36,37,48,78,91}. Having broached the
STE topic, I deal next with CEOs, which are a product of the STE process, before continuing with some
other HEOs. Understanding the environment, but not the emplacement - of one of them - Ballantrae involves STE also. The LVZ thickness and rigidity inferred by Hirth&Kohlstedt1996, discourages the
long-popular elastic flexure model of subducting ocean plate downbend. But the LVZ-associated thermal
buoyancy of a subducting oceanic plate maintains it in good mechanical contact with the upper plate
beneath which it is sliding. Upper-plate material is then removed from its underside by STE. This
shallowly advances the position of the downbend curve in the interface, which the evolving top-ofescalator-like steps in the lower plate carve into and trap from the underside of the upper plate. Starting
quite shallow, it will initially be carving away only crustal material from the upper plate but the further it
advances, always at a shallow angle, the deeper it will get, ultimately doing so entirely within the upper
plate''s mantle. Examples I have studied most are Central Chile and the Sevier-Laramide sequence in
USA. In both cases downbend advance of 650km or more has resulted in a much steeper angle of
downbend at the far end, mechanically detrimental to the continuance of subduction. But at the shallow
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end, if the upper plate had a relatively thin oceanic-crusted forearc, the remainder is now to be recognized
as a CEO. In that case, continuing subduction may imbricate the CEO and transport it, slice by slice, to
great depth in the system beyond the downbend. So, depending on the evolutionary state of the mountain
belt at issue, CEOs may be observed in any of three locations - still up-front, or, (having been cooled by
the passage of ocean crust beneath them) when being transported on their way to deep lodgement across
the downbend curve carved in the upper plate, or after exhumation from there when cooling subduction
had ceased. The Alps exhibit examples of all three, the latter being the Piemont Ophiolites, only seen in
exhumed UHP condition.
The idea that a subduction volcanic arc system might have an ocean-crusted forearc has been
generally discounted in the belief that subduction starts at the continent-ocean junction, though the
mechanism has remained a mystery. The presence of CEOs in all the collision belts I have studied leads
me to conclude that in fact subduction generally starts in the oceanic domain, probably with hot plate
being ridge-pushed over a cooler one. That must involve their prior juxtaposition by a transform fault, as
perhaps in the Izu-Bonin Islands chain.
Finally, the Coast Range Ophiolite (CRO) of California. I think this was a former extensive oceancrusted forearc of Jurassic age, projecting far to west of the present coastline, and before the time of the
San Andreas F. Then it was undercut for a long distance by shallow STE as a CEO, imbricated, subducted
and assembled across the interface downbend beneath what is now the western edge of the Great Valley.
CRO exhumation has been far less than in the Alps because none of the slices were of continental
composition, whose radiogenic heating and amphibolitic contents are the primary exhumation agents.
Now back to HEOs.
Bay of Islands (BOI), Newfoundland
I have been there only twice - major parts of it rest on a roughly N-S row of 3 thermal epeirogenic
uplifts, each activated by the superposing of the ophiolite in a manner analogous to Oman's Djebel Akhdar
discussed earlier. The positions of these uplifts have nothing to do with BOI but must relate to the earlier
tectonic history of the Long Range Peninsula. This earlier history may have involved its 20deg CCW
swing from the cratonic margin of Labrador; a separative movement which may also have involved the
structures on Anticosti Island.
Slender evidence suggests that the BOI was launched NNW-wards from an ~E-W split to the S of
what we see on the uplifts. On the other hand BOI was launched onto and traversed the originally lowlying Humber Arm sedimentary basin, analogous to the Hawasina basin in Oman. Likewise it also has a
metamorphic sole, recently dated (Dewey&Casey 2013) at 489Ma. The Thetford Mines ophiolite in
Quebec, to the south, has closely similar age. The recognized start of the Taconic Orogeny deformation is
at 475Ma so a pre-Taconian phase of compression has had to be invented if BOI/Thetford is to be
regarded as a compressional event.
To establish the palaeogeographic layout in which this separation was initiated we must undo the
changes that occurred later. First on the list are the mainly Permo-Carboniferous-topped IC-floored
sedimentary basins that occupy the G of StLawrence, mainly to the S and SW of Newfoundland {10}.
Key to this reconstruction is that characteristic debris that may have come from the Maquereau Dome of
Gaspé, north of Chaleurs Bay, 430km away, are still visible on the seaward slope of C.St George, Port au
Port Peninsula, south of the southernmost uplift of BOI. Structurally, Newfoundland is broadly divisible
into 3 parts by the Long Range F. and the Dover Fault. The latter separates the much-older Avalonia part
in the East from the central Gander Zone. The Long Range F, however, appears to curve eastward across
the S of the Burlington Peninsula and pass near to New World I, thus excluding the Gander Zone from
events further north. Those, perhaps, involving the early splitting of Greenland from Labrador, for which
there is limited HEO evidence in the form of bright green mineral fuchsite among its roadside litter of the
peninsula and volcanic evidence of Ordovician age in the Labrador coast of the Gulf.
The Annieopsquotch Ophiolite, of close-to-BOI age, in the western part of the Gander Zone,
appears to be a CEO formed by subduction beneath the freshly-BOI-generated ocean floor, eastwarddriven by the ridge push generated by BOI's newly initiated MOR, much as may have occurred at the far
side of Oman's Hawasina Basin, discussed above.
Gander-like zones to the south of Newfoundland, including C Breton I, are offset E-W dextrally
by 200km, this having resulted in the sharp Hermitage Flexure of the southern end of the Dover F,
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causing its km-wide mylonitization. The N-S continuity of that boundary across the Gulf has been
documented by marine seismology. The difference between this offset and the 430km mentioned above
being due to E-W compression of the Gander Zone. The timing of this offset has been established by oil
drilling in the inner Gulf having found a Taconian thrust underlying the Acadian ones of Gaspé. This
overlap is again seen in the Taconic Mountains far to the south in Vermont. This raises again, but with a
different answer, the question I posed in my 1980 Paris talk {9}, namely:- If you have closed an ocean
once, how can you do it again? My answer here is that Iapetus at this stage had a wide strip of continent in
the middle, the ocean on each side being closed at different times. The Ammonoosuc-Bronson Hill
Anticlinorium (ABHA) exposes arc volcanism of Taconian age. An East-dipping subduction zone beneath
it here would have closed that strip of ocean and brought its forearc into collision with the TaconicMounts-to-be continental margin. The subsequent elevation of the ABHA could then be the thermal
epeirogenic result of its mature continental crust having been overridden from the east in Acadian time by
a huge thrust sheet which then hit Taconic Mountain for the second time, confirming the alreadymentioned situation in Gaspé.
Further support for the idea of a wide strip of continent, with oceans on both sides, is the
following. Early in IGCP 27, I well remember that Robert Neumann, a senior USGS palaeontologist,
reported finding the trace fossil oldhamia in a block near the NE corner of the Gander Zone and saying it
was unknown to either side of Iapetus, so must have come from an intermediate terrane. When
subsequently oldhamia was reported in exposures in the eroded tops of epeirogenic tectonic
windows/uplifts in New England and in a Taconian thrust sheet on the S side of StLawrence river, south
of Quebec, I suspect it has come to be thought of as having been indigenous to New England, not
realizing the allochthonous nature of its surface material.
I infer the ultimate trace of that nappe-source/suture on the east side of this newly-identified landmass to run all the way from the Dover Fault of Nfdld, with Avalonia on the east, along the Bay of Fundy
(with volcanism in St Johns) to somewhere just west of Rhode Island. But in the south that trace has been
obscured by the subsequent re-use of it by the Alleghenian arrival of the NW Africa-derived Meguma
terrane, now forming the big Nova Scotia peninsula, using the Chedabucto Fault. Preliminary PKA of the
Meguma extraction from southern Morocco suggests that this may indeed be where it came from. That
event takes us briefly into the geodynamics of the Southern Appalachians. For Forristall 1972 reasons the
vast S Applachian allochthon/thrust sheet, with (I believe) its limited thickness displayed in the margins
of the King's Mountain tectonic window, and which progressed inland as far as the Black Smoky
Mountains, whose uptift may have halted its further progress, cannot have been formed simply by
pushing. A prior extensive period of subduction and STE is required, so there must have been a very
substantial width of ocean to close between West Africa and southeastern N America. This is supported
by the formation at this time of huge quantities of coal in Pennsylvania, which can't be done in a dry
continental environment. In 1968, when I was in IC, a top micropalaeontologist, knowing my interest, told
me that a Pennsylvanian mining company report she had been sent had concluded that the primary
weather feature, recorded in the coals, had been an annual monsoon arriving from the southeast. Not
possible if Africa was there. This is an important matter for attempted reconstructions of Pangea
Supercontinent.
But this problem didn't arise in my global PKA for the entire Phanerozoic which got me into
Imperial in 1966. In this alternative, consistent with palaeomag data, because of their N-S ambiguity, I
had the Africa-SAmerica block starting in the N Pacific, moving SEward and rolling around southern
NAmerica, generating successively the Antler, Ouachita and Alleghenian/SAppalachian closure-orogenies
during the Devonian to late Carboniferous interval. Preceding those movements, my reconstructions had
the inverted E Australian margin joined to that of southern USA, leaving behind, on departure, the King's
Mountain Window block of MCC, to form the depression now responsible for Sydney Harbour. That
reconstruction has the further benefit of juxtaposing Tasmania and Norway whose Ordovician graptolite
faunas show marked affinities. Further guidance regarding this surprising position and inverted orientation
of Australia comes from the long-puzzling Upper Devonian palaeomagnetic record of the Canning Basin,
NW Australia, the only rocks of that age in Australia suitable for such determinations. Hurley & van der
Voo 1987 found it didn't lead to a suitable position in any of the continental reconstructions then in
existence. Preliminary examination of the time-pattern of field reversals suggests to me that it is the same
as in the rather fragmentary record in Europe for the same interval of time but is upside-down.
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This was the scale of my PKA in 1965-1966, restricted to palaeomag and plate closure infomation,
which made me so desirous of finding a means of dating separations and which put me onto the HEO
trail, of which this draft of mine is the latest outcome. Let us hope that there are HEOs around that will
enable us to fill in the timetable more precisely.
Jumping back now to our row of early Ordovician HEOs - St Anthony, BOI, Thetford Mines - all
of closely 480Ma age (any small differences perhaps being due to dating different moments in their
construction), I conclude that this was the moment at which our western strip of ocean began to open,
fully supporting my view that HEOs date crustal separations, not closures. If the reportedly 481Ma age of
the Peary Ophiolite on the northern coast of Ellesmere I is correct, this means that the split went 'round
the corner' in the direction of Alaska, not straight on into the present Arctic Ocean area. Perhaps I should
mention that, in south-central Norway, I think two ophiolite-bearing thrust sheets may have come from
opposite sides of our intermediate terrane. Further north, a very marked structural line runs up through the
East Greenland mountains, emerging from behind a tapering peninsula at a point ~74 deg N, with which
the Lofoten Islands are in remarkable continuity in the Late Silurian reconstruction shown in my Arctic
PKA poster. This reconstruction is nicely supported by the reported (David Roberts, NGU) abundance of
Laurentian fauna in the Lofotens. North of that, in the Tromsø area, I suppose it departed as part of
Svalbard but I know too little about Svalbard palaeontology to comment here. The key to the separation of
Svalbard from Tromsø is the the intra-Eocene Eurekan Orogeny. During this interval {75}{76}
Greenland's deep cratonic keel was sucked northward by the demand for mantle to put under widening
Eurasian basin floor, and the NE corner of Greenland caused lots of E-directed thrusting in west-central
Svalbard as Greenland dragged it northward too.
So can we fit Ballantrae, assuredly an HEO, as I will show, and also of ~480Ma age, into this
story?
Ballantrae Ophiolite (BO)
I've been there six times with various trip-leaders. Ballantrae's close juxtaposition with a supposed
subduction-accretionary prism - the Southern Uplands (SU) - might be thought to imply that even if
Ballantrae exhibits the characteristic features of an HEO, HEO emplacement may, after all, still be the
consequence of the subduction process, thus destroying the distinction being drawn in this paper.
Note at once that the very names UPLANDS, and Longford-Down MASSIF to its continuation in
Ireland, referring to its hilly topography, is contrary to the thermal epeirogenic behaviour to be expected
of a subduction-accretionary prism, defined as consisting of a thrusted accumulation of supraoceaniccrustal, mainly sedimentary thrust slices, underthrust by cool ocean floor. In fact, both the seismological
station in the Central Belt used for global monitoring of possible nuclear explosions, and an independant
Glasgow report, have recorded 6km/s material at less than 4km depth. So SU allochthony on something
much more mature than oceanic crust must be in our minds from the outset.
What follows is extracted from my very big PKA-directed draft entitled "Ballantrae Ophiolite as a
separatively emplaced HEO in the frame of the Grampian I, II and Caledonian tectonic sequence in the
British Isles, 590 - 390 Ma, with Silurian crunch, post-subduction magmatism and Pridolian re-splitting"
It has 58,000 wds + 310 refs +12Figs +3 pp of tables and an 8pp appendix, which I wrote in 2007. In it I
had paid meticulous attention to palaeontolgy, sedimentology and the character of folding. But Angharad
Hills (then the GeolSoc Production Editor) said it was too big for a paper but needed to be doubled in size
for a memoir. So I gave up and moved on, apart from slightly updating my still-available draft in the light
of my published 2009 Alps 2009 paper which itself had 70 pp, incl 292 refs, when published in Int Geol
Rev.{91}
Before going into detail I confirm here that in that draft I did indeed find that the distinct
characters of the Taconian and Acadian orogenic events are basically replicated in the British Isles.
Essentially I found that the Highland Border-Clew Bay (HBCB) zone marks where the Taconian events
occurred, and that Ballantrae-Southern Uplands-Connemara is where the Acadian events are to be found,
with overthrusted Cockburnland being the continental strip lying between them, just as in southern New
England, but here much narrower. The 540Ma age of the amphibolite in the metamorphic sole of the Bute
HEO shows that activity began at least that early in this zone.
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Since about 1986, primarily as the result of papers by Stuart McKerrow and Jeremy Leggett, the
southward-younging Southern Uplands of Scotland has come to be seen as a prime example of a
subduction-accretionary prism, divided into three belts - Northern (NB), Central (CB) and Southern (SB) of which only Ordovician rocks had been reported in the NB, so it has been thought that these were
accreted and near-verticalized in the Ordovician.
BO lies in effective structural contact with the northwestern edge of the NB, with tracts of
similarly-deformed massive shelf-boulder conglomerate (Benan, etc), which it had allochthonously passed
over in-between. The 1/25,000 BGS map of BO shows that broadly it consists of three massive nearparallel NE-striking serpentinite bodies, the remnant crustal section on which shows they have been
overturned to the NW. It is best preserved on the northernmost of the three, is of shelf-deposition
character and runs to early Wenlock, showing that overturning was not before that. So if NB compression
was already done in the Ordovician, how did the force to overturn BO get there in the Wenlock? Stone &
Merriman 2004, in favouring an accretionary origin for the entire SU appear to have overlooked this
important question. The answer has to be that both the NB and BO were deformed together in the
Wenlock. Structural examination of the narrow, steep-cliffed Rhinns of Galloway peninsula, transecting
the western ends of most of the NB slices, does indeed show deformation very similar to that of BO. We
will see later on that this early Wenlock date (428.2Ma on the Gradstein et al 2004 timescale) emerges as
perhaps the most significant in the entire history of the British Caledonides.
Sedimentological reconstruction of the almost exclusively Ordovician NB slices (Kelling 1961)
has shown that they portray a very wide sedimentary basin with input mostly from the N, but with arcderived material from the South. To explain why Silurian sedments are absent, I suggest that, in late
Ordovician, temporary sedimentary quiescence resulted in an argillaceous layer upon which younger
sedimentation (to Wenlock) was separately deformed as an upper tier of duplexes, inheriting the vergence
now-present in the CB, and that it subsequently vanished by erosion in time to expose their reddened
mafic content which is thought to have sourced in early Wenlock the reddened sediments of the Hawick
tract, which I discuss later. For erosion to occur the basin must indeed have been quite shallow at this
time. Limited exposure of Silurian rocks in such a role is to be seen at the western end of the SU in
Wigtownshire (Kelling 1962).
Sedimentary input to the N side of the NB basin identifiably came from the hitherto mysterious
Cockburnland (CBL) metamorphic terrane (EK Walton 1963, 1983), southerly-derived conglomerates
from which occur N of the Southern Upland Fault (SUF) - at the southern margin of the Scottish Midland
Valley. The South side of the NB basin is now abruptly terminated by the major (>100m wide) Orlock
Bridge Fault (OBF), of much-used character, and exhibiting a major metamorphic hiatus. The OBF was
formerly known to me as the Kingledores-Slieve Glah Line, recording that it can be followed into the Irish
'Longford-Down Complex' continuation of the SU, on the other side of North Channel. The mainly
Llandoverian sediments of the now tightly adpressed CB slices include northerly-derived forearc detritus
of two distinct ages, 613Ma and 557Ma, so the responsible arc(s), dead by this time, must have been
imbricated out of sight along the OBF. The successive killing of those arcs and the thinness of those
imbricates leads me to infer that this was due to shallow STE northward downbend advance while
subducting a part of Iapetus appreciably older than the addition initiated by BO at 481Ma.
Along the S side of the CB is the wide Hawick tract, notably lacking in systematic deformation
and sedimentation. It appears to be of major geodynamic significance, which I take up later.
The sediments on BO record that in late Ordovician it arrived onto a shelf, which I infer to have
been that of the southern margin of Cockburnland. Consistent with this, just offshore Ballantrae today and
exposed at low tide, is the N-derived Craigskelly Conglomerate of Cockburnland derivation. I infer that
the matrix-supported Benan boulder conglomerate, now seen to the S of BO and analyzed as having been
due to repeated increments of a down-to-the-S normal faulting, was caused by the depression of the NB
basin floor, as BO slid N-wards across it, approaching Cockburnland. This means that the tectospheric
split from which BO issued must have been in the location now recognized as the Orlock Bridge Fault.
Seen in this light, the NB basin floor is now in the role of the Hawasina (Oman) and Humber Arm (BOI)
basins. The drawing reproduced below was used on one of my posters. It was drawn with the preciselytimed megabreccia in northern Oman in mind; precisely timed in matching the burst-out age, not the
moment of arrival at the continental margin, to which my attention was drawn by Alastair Robertson and
which I then visited. The Cow Head megabreccias just N of BOI have much in common, including
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timing, but their reported westwards direction of downfaulting is unexpected in relation to the one we
think BOI arrived from.
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Justification for the
downfaulting shown on the
left is as follows. The view
that the crust of basins must
be in isostatic equilibrium
would be correct if the
basin were caused by crustal
stretching but it is invalid if it is IC (see my EGU2014 poster available {135} from my website). The
restraint provided by crystallization onto the cooler mantle walls at the basin margin will hamper
subsidence of the floor from achieving isostasy as it cools, so it tends to go down in jerks.
To the West of the Benan exposures a very similar but less striking conglomerate - the Corsewall
Conglomerate - occurs in the Mull of Galloway. But to the north of it here there is now open sea and no
ophiolite which might have been its cause is seen. I infer that the Tyrone Igneous Complex Ophiolite
(TICO) was formerly in that position before the separations which left us with the North Channel. TICO
was formerly thought to be a bit younger than BO, but these dates were obtained on SSZ-type rocks, but
Cooper et al 2011 obtained an age on mafic rocks in close agreement with that of BO.
I have done a rigorously drawn PKA of this ~160km movement but here I give only the main
points. The areas covered by the Antrim basalts and Lough Neagh must have an IC type of crust because
of the contrasting elevation of the NE Antrim, mainly Dalradian MCC rocks, block in the presence of the
regional heat brought in by the Antrim flood basalts.
Lough Foyle was the extraction site of the Mull of Kintyre, if that is properly reconstructed to
close the separation that formed the Campbelltown-Machrihanish sedimentary basin. The eastern side of
the Mull, including this 'gap'/basin area, is formed by a strip of Dalradian that reaches all the way north to
Campbelltown. To close this gap in our reconstruction we require that this Dalradian strip be able to slide
northward along the coast past Campbelltown, in the direction of Arran, with whose structure it has much
in common.. But the published Survey maps show the E-W Campbelltown Fault (which bounds the N
side of the basin) extending right through the town to the coast, breaking the continuity of our Dalradian
strip. However, my examination at the BGS office in Edinburgh of the field geologist's original map using
exposures in the basements of houses, disclosed that this extent of the Campbelltown Fault is a publisher's
extrapolation, unsupported in the field.
At the other end of this motion, Lough Foyle and its low-lying margins must be floored by IC. But
it is slightly too narrow to accommodate the Mull of Kintyre. This is inferred to be due to a small CW
rotation of Inishowen, opening the 3.5-3.8km wide Lough Swilly. Justification for this implied intricate
drawing of an MCC/IC boundary was given, with Central Ireland examples, on my EGU2014 poster on
IC {135}, whose uploaded 14Mb file is sadly no longer available for download from that website, but
which is now available from my own. The L Swilly movement should have also affected the InishtrahullIslay area, much closer together before the North Channel opening, but the company that had bought the
exploration rights for this area would not release their findings to me despite, apparently, having found
nothing rewarding.
Now we return to the constructional history of the SU. The reported presence of 613Ma and
557Ma arc-derived sediments in the CB means that BO must mark the start of a younger addition to
Iapetus Ocean. The ten fault-bounded tracts forming the northern part of the CB all have youngest
sediment age in the Llandovery turriculatus zone, suggesting that this was when compression started
erecting them. In the the English and Manx-Welsh segments of the SE margin of Iapetus there are at that
very moment various first signs, e.g. altered sedimentation, of tectonic disturbance since subductioncarbonate megabreccias from
uplift of shelf edge close to
time of HEO formation (9)

young oceanic plate
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closure and volcanism ceased on this margin in the Late Ordovician. This interaction of margins suggests
that completion of ocean closure was on the way. I conclude it was the moment when the subduction
front/upper plate on the NW margin was faced with surmounting the structural barrier forming the SE
margin. That margin would have had a wide, shelf-like area, which had formerly been the forearc of the
Lake District arc magmatism in the Ordovician. The distal edge of it would be quite steep, inherited from
being the inner wall of the Ordovician trench. So the CB on the NW margin had major difficulty in
making further progress to SE, creating a trough-like depression between them, into which the
exceptionally wide Hawick CB tract of Upper Llandovery (turriculatus) to Wenlock sediments were
poured, notable for their unsystematic compressional deformation as they accumulated. On a SWestern
beach of the SU I have seen quartz microconglomerates, one of them yielding a 10mm granite pebble (but
then lost before it could be analyzed), which can only have been sourced from the SE, maybe from
exposure of an upthrust created by the compression of that former Ordovician forearc.
So this was the moment at which Iapetus Ocean closure was effectively complete, but
compression then proceeded across the CB and NB, ultimately pushing them and BO allochthonously
well across the top of Cockburnland, thus exhausting the possibilities of further compression.
It appears that plate convergence was effectively held up by this encounter and compression of the
two Iapetus margins but it was able to resume when the shelf-edge obstacle had been surmounted, and
progress made across the shelf, gathering the Southern Belt (Riccarton Gp) sedimentary slices as it did so.
During this Hawick-recorded holdup, trying to climb the Lake District shelf-edge, did plate convergence
come to a halt, only to resume when it succeeded in doing so, thereby accreting the Riccarton Group
slices. Or did plate convergence briefly shift to another site when CB and NB compression, pushing BO
further onto Cockburnland, had gone as far as it could?
So far I have said nothing about the widespread view that slab pull is the driver of plate
convergence. The Hirth& Kohlstedt 1996 argument, noted at the beginning, means that incorporation of
the heat-storing LVZ as a part of an oceanic plate renders the plate too buoyant to generate slab pull when
subducted. Buoyancy is a thermal body force so cannot suddenly disappear. In that case how did
Caledonide subduction, as noted above, manage to swap sides from the SE to the NW margin near the end
of the Ordovician? Likewise, during the Hawick-time holdup of convergence (433-428Ma on the
Gradstein etal 2004 timescale) how could plate convergence briefly, but only briefly, be accommodated
elsewhere? In my big Alps/UHP paper, already mentioned and available in full from my website home
page, I show that this interval coincides very closely with the time of the Scandian closure, followed by
the separation of Greenland leaving behind the subduction-related, Greenland-contructed Western Gneiss
Region (WGR) on top of Norway, before separating again to generate the extensive IC-crusted NE
Atlantic shelves which now intervene. So the Hawick-Moine arrest was not just local but actually had
transcontinental expression.
In 2003 {73} I suggested that my already-demonstrated presence of deep tectospheric cratonic
keels, extending to depths as far as the bottom of the upper mantle (660km), introduced the possibility of
a third force to drive plate tectonics, namely a torque developed by core-to-lower mantle electromagnetic
coupling and transmitted upward to the deep keels of cratons. In 2012 {124} {126} I pursued this by
demonstrating in some detail the reality of this torque in plate tectonic terms since at least 175Ma ago, in
the form of the major clockwise rotation of cratonic East Antarctica relative to the northern continents
during this time, probably initiating the breakup of Gondwanaland.
Reverting now to the British Caledonides, I propose that Avalonia and Laurentia were not being
drawn together by slab pull between them, subduction-generated in the course of closing the former
Iapetus Ocean, but were being pushed together by such an external force. So I think that during the
Hawicks holdup, NW-SE plate closure was accommodated by a geometrically resolved combination of
the Moine Thrust and displacement along the Great Glen Fault. Remarkably, the timing of these
movments coincide precisely with those of the Hawicks holdup. Mike Johnson etal conclude that the
Moine Granite was the result of heating with that Moine Thrust lid on, just as I have done elsewhere to
explain the thermal epeirogenic rise of blocks of MCC, such as the External Massifs of the Alps, now
constituting most of its highest mountains, including Mont Blanc.
But we need another cause for all the Newer Granites, whose ages begin at a bit to the north of the
Great Glen at about this time and young southwards, the last being the 390Ma group of plutons - Fleet,
Criffel, Cheviot - intruded into the Southern Uplands. This is what I've called PSM - Post-Subduction
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Magmatism - an explanation for which I first presented in my 1986 Southern Uplands Controversy talk at
the Geol Soc {14}. In relation to its occurrence in other belts, others have called it Post-Collision
Magmatism but the post-Laramide ~900km westward sweep-back of magmatic onset from Colorado to
Sierra Nevada to which Peter Coney (1977 & 1978) first drew attention, was not due to collision but
merely to the cessation of subduction under that part of the USA. In this case I infer that the cessation was
because the STE-generated downbend angle of the interface had become too steep for its continued use, a
fresh and steeper subduction interface beneath Sierra Navada being set up in its place, as evidenced by the
resultant volcanism there. So, on a global scale, PSM is a more accurate term. I have extracted the
following logical sequence, expanded in the light of subsequent observation from what I said in 1986.
The Characteristics of PSM
1. Cessation of subduction will, whatever the cause, be followed by a brief non-magmatic interval during which the
retained LVZ heat in the previously subducted plate is conducted upward through the cooler 'slab' above - now no
longer subject to chilling by the ocean floor - and starts to melt the crustal material marking the subductioninterface.
2. Melting onset spreads 'trenchward', = 'sweep-back', along the interface, starting at the 'deep end', due to more
reheat time while getting there. That depth might be ~350 km, beyond which, due to their compressibility, melts go
down instead of up. At the shallow end it will cease at, say, ~75km, the environment there being too cool. Crossstrike width of intrusion belt very large, unlike arc batholiths.
3. Large melt volumes. Eventually, in contrast to arc magmatism, all material available at that point on the interface
partially melts, so intrusion into the crust above will repeatedly occur at that place until that stage is reached.
Therefore sweep-back timing must only be measured by using the oldest date at each site, often being the mostaltered material, unattractive to the sampler. Repeated intrusion at the same site means large heat advection into
the crust above; possible anatexis, with isotopic mixing; regional metamorphism. Evidence of anatexis in the

Scottish examples was reported by Thirlwall in several papers. This progress in character in Scotland
was termed by HH Read as moving from 'forceful' to 'permitted'.

In her 1984 Geol Soc presidential address "The ending of the Caledonian Orogeny in Britain"
Janet Watson drew attention to many of these features of the magmatism after tectonic action had
apparently ceased and which still were needing an explanatory framework. The huge PSM volumes and
heat input clearly tell us that the plate responsible for it was the young one initiated by BO, not subduction
of the much older part of Iapetus' floor, recorded in the 613 and 577 Ma arc detritus in the CB of the SU.
Evidently it was BO's ridge-push generation of this younger floor that drove the Ordovician Sward subduction under England and Wales, with the southernmost remnant of the old Iapetus in front of
it. In so doing it carried at least one terrane - the Grangegeeth Terrane of NE Ireland - from N to S across
the residual ocean. This terrane now abuts the S side of the Silurian Iapetus suture, yet it contains trilobite
and brachiopod faunas of Scoto-Appalachian affinity, absent from the Baltica-Avalonia mass until the
Grangegeeth arrival in early Caradocian. I feel the explanation offered here forms a fitting closing chapter
to the events initiated by BO having truly been an HEO.
Returning to our group of ~481Ma HEOs, we now see that Ballantrae was on the opposite side of
the mid-Iapetan landmass, called Cockburnland, to the other three. Such simultaneity could mean that it is
a record of the second stage of supercontinental (Laurentia-Avalonia) breakup, probably by a core-tomantle electromagnetic torque, similar to that which, as related above, I have inferred to have been the
primary agent of the breakup of Gondwanaland. The first stage would need to have provided the ICfloored basins (e.g Humber Arm) onto which the HEOs could be launched. But in that case where is the
flood basalt magmatism that was associated with that, as it was in the Gondwanaland example? Where are
the dyke swarms? Rather puzzling.
Troodos Ophiolite
The ~92Ma Troodos Ophiolite, Cyprus, was the first to be regarded (Gass 1968 Nature; Myashiro
1973 EPSL), not as fragment of open-ocean crust but, on account of its lava compositions, as having a
subduction-related arc origin. Its age, just a bit younger than Oman (see below) makes it one of those to
which I referred in Paris 1980 IGC, as being likely to mark separations, in preparation for the major
Alpide Belt closure deformations in the Cenozoic. On that occasion I also pointed out, and have
repeatedly said herein, that this SSZ characteristic can also be a consequence of a hot mantle laccolith that
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flooded across a sedimentary basin floor. In many HEOs the metamorphic sole provides evidence for this,
but in Cyprus the evidence for a sole is scarce although Alastair Robertson has reported potential evidence
of one to the south of the main ophiolite body. But the superficial structures of the ophiolite suggest to me
that, as an HEO laccolith, its burst-out location was in the east and the hot mantle tectonite spread
westward over a basin floor. As the front of it did so, the lavas generated the observed successive
approximately N-S ridges, younging to the west. A further point in support of an HEO interpretation for
Troodos is that isotopic analysis of the SSZ-like lavas betrays that the fluid which promoted the melting
in the mantle tectonite cannot have had a mantle origin but could only have come from the overridden
sediments.
The 95Ma Oman (Semail) HEO
This ophiolite is now perhaps the most extensively investigated one in the world, originally
triggered by the commercial interest and voluminous report (Glennie etal 1974) on the investigation of its
potential for oil-trapping under its huge (80km long) allochthon.. I gave a talk {17} at the 1990 Oman
Ophiolite Symposium in Muscat, went on 2 of the field trips and then spent a further 10 days of intensive
investigation from end to end of Oman in a hired car, using the excellent road system, built from oil
revenues by the enlightened Shah for the benefit of his country.
A principal feature of my HEO model which I presented at the conference was to propose that,
before burst-out of the mantle tectonite, the split would construct in MOR fashion a narrow edifice with a
layered magma chamber yielding MORB-composition lavas, and that when burst-out occurred the
tectonite flow would escape sideways from the base of this structure, carrying upon its back, or not,
according to chance, a chunk of that MOR-structured ridge. This flow might dislodge one or more of the
basal layers from the magma chamber and entrain it within the upper part of the tectonite burst-out flow.
My pre-conference field trip in southern Oman was led by Adolphe Nicolas who, with many
French colleagues, had firmly held the idea that the Semail ophiolite is an on-land true sample of oceanic
crust. By becoming an editor of Tectonophysics, in which, with the support of Fred Vine, I had published
my first paper {3} on the MOR process, contrasting it with continental rifting, Nicolas effectively closed
the door to my publication of any of its sequels in Tectonophysics. So I was determined to seek out any
inconsistencies in his story.
At one of the stops he drew our attention to several meter-thick quasi-horizontal objects, which he
called 'sills', within the mantle a short way below the crustal Moho. My close examination, while the rest
of the party moved on, disclosed that two of them clearly had structurally 'bent noses' and corresponding
deformation fabrics - unlikely for a sill. My second pre-conference field trip was down Wadi Bani Kharus,
which flows roughly eastward from Djebel Akhdar. It was led by a petrologist from Bristol, whose thesis
had been on this area. After the conference and before picking up my hired car, the Ministry of Petroleum
generously provided me a 4WD vehicle and Omani driver for a day to enable me partly to retrace our
steps in the Wadi, for me to have a second look. Imagine my delight when, in so doing, I discovered a
remarkable outcrop and took the photo of it which I reproduce on the next page.
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Wadi Bani Kharus. Layering detached from base of crustal magma chamber and deformed by outbursting flow of mantle
tectonite below it. Deformation direction is bottom-to-the-right. It appears that the central steep unit has been rotated 60deg
CCW from the surface at bottom right. [10cm pocket knife for scale]
Location: Outcrop projecting slightly on a boulder-strewn gentle slope (no cliff here) on the R bank of the wadi about 300m
upstream of an oasis-like group of palm trees surrounded by sand. Geographical coordinates not available - the trip leader had
not noted the outcrop during his thesis work.
Downstream of this, after a sharp bend to the L (more trees) there is a high cliff showing a narrow vertical wehrlite
intrusion, multiply forked at the top. The wadi floor at the base of this cliff approximates the flow-sheared Moho, so the source
point of the intrusion can be traced, intermittently, serpentine up-down fashion, far to the right of the verticle line of the
intrusion, indicating tectonite flow in that direction while the wehrlite was coming out of it.
I think these directions do not mark the overall Semail emplacement direction but mark the directions in the individual
flow lobes of the tectonite.
-------Luobusa, Ray Iz and other UHP ophiolites
Now I come to that most-extreme example of Phanerozoic HEOs, the ~150Ma Luobusa ophiolite
at the eastern end of those distributed along the so-called Yarling-Tsangpo 'Suture line' in southern Tibet.
This age is nowhere near the mid-to-upper Eocene time of the Indian collision with Tibet, so their age of
formation must betray a much earlier event than this. But it is close to that regarded as the beginning of
the breakup of Gondwanaland. So the name 'suture' must be a misomer attributable to the view that all
ophiolites mark closures. It is in fact a close approximation to the M25 sea-floor magnetic anomaly, at
which both Veevers et al 1991 and Dietmar Muller et al 2017 report the presence, off Western Australia,
of sea-floor magnetic anomalies recording the moment of westward detachment of a 'Greater India' from
there, in the course of Gondwanaland breakup. Thereby they support the proposal of Emile Argand in his
200-page contribution to IGC1922 that the elevation of the Tibetan plateau results from a former 'Greater
India' having been thrust beneath it. That interpretation does not have merely to rely on isostasy but is
further strengthened by my already-discussed work (introduced as (c) in my foreword) on the thermal
epeirogenic rise of MCC. In this case the eperogenic action is because Greater Indian MCC is made hotter
by being in the underthrust position.
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There is in fact further support for Argand's proposition. Firstly, exploration shows the Tibetan
crust isn't folded anywhere near enough for compression to explain the doubled total thickness. Secondly,
in western Tibet there are various N-S features attributable to E-W extension. Correspondingly there is
much evidence that the Eastern part of Tibet has been, and still is, being squeezed eastward, lemon-pip
fashion, by the N-S compression. Examples are the sharp kink in the Tsangpo-Brahmaputra gorge.and the
eastward motions that caused the major Khatmandu 2015 and Sichuan 2008 earthquakes. In 2001 Paul
Tapponnier etal reported in Science an experiment in which they had squeezed a thick layer of clay on a
board and found it was expelled sideways, with little compresional folding, as seen in Tibet. My
engineering background tells me that Paul's board reproduced rather well the decollement surface
behaviour if Greater Indian crust underlies that of Tibet. Without that depth-defining decoupling layer
between them I think there would have been general compression to great depth and very little lateral
extrusion.
I infer, therefore, that the Luobusa ophiolite was formed by the splitting of the Greater IndiaAustralia plate in the course of the breakup of Gondwanaland. Those others along that line, with younger
ages around 126Ma, probably record a further splitting event of the Greater India plate. Their
involvement and structural disruption within thrusting of Late Miocene age must then be the result of
having been scraped off Greater India's crust in the course of upper-plate imbrication when the final IndiaTibet closure was in progress.
But Greater India, as were other parts of Gondwanaland, was very probably wholly cratonic in
nature, not just the currently-exposed Indian Peninsula part of it. So I still have to justify that these HEOs
were generated by splitting that craton, in contrast to the geodynamic situations of all the other HEOs I
have discussed so far. I contend that they display a very special feature which can uniquely be
accommodated within my HEO model but gives them no chance of having a tenable CEO or other
subduction-related interpretation. This special feature is the preservation in the tectonite and large
chromitite pods of UHP Mantle Transition Zone minerals and their pseudomorphs, representative of
mantle depths to 400km or more. Other significant features in our discussion is Luobusa's unusually thin
(<1.2km) mantle tectonite (Yamamoto etal 2007); and their hosting in the tectonite of exceptionally large
dunite-chromite pods (an SSZ feature common to HEOs), valuably being exploited commercially for
chrome by the Chinese. The original finding of microdiamonds in mineral separates was suspected as
coming from the drill bits, but abandoned as the UHP picture developed.
Another diamond-bearing ophiolite with a similarly thin mantle tectonite is the Ray-Iz ophiolite at
the NE end of the Polar Urals. The age of 470Ma obtained for it must date a post-formation event
becausethe rest of the Polar Uals mainly consists of the huge Voykar-Synya HEO of 580 Ma age, marking
the onset of the separation of Baltica from the Angara craton to form the West Siberian Basin {126}. The
key to this reconstruction is that a tectonically missing strip of the Timanian Orogen of NE Baltica was
left behind along the south-western margin of the Angara craton when the W Siberian Basin crust (IC,
flooded at 250Ma by the East Siberian Traps) was generated. I suggest that to explain its special character
the Ray-Iz ophiolite was formed on a small block of the Angara craton which was detached, together with
the PhayKhoy-to-Novaya Zemlya strip, when this separation occurred.
My HEO model holds that the split from which the mantle tectonite bursts out must be rapidly
opening and must transect appropriately deeply-extending tectosphere, so that the mantle induced into the
bottom of the split acquires enough pressure-relief buoyancy to achieve burst-out onto the adjacent
surface. For examples given earlier in this document we have seen that the floor of a not-too-young ICfloored basin apparently provides the necessary combination of tectosphere thickness and low adjacent
surface level to burst out onto.
With this in mind now let's jump, as introduced in (d) of my foreword, to considering the splitting
of a craton, the deep keels/tectospheres of which I have shown on geodynamic grounds
{88}{93}{97}{105}{124}{126} evidently extend to Mantle Transition Zone depths of 600km or more.
The very high temperature of such a source material would promote a high degree of pressure-relief
melting as it ascended the split. This, together with the vertical extent of the column, would give the
column a major degree of integrated buoyancy. This would promote its early burst-out and explain the
thinness of the tectonite. It would also enable burst-out to occur onto a relatively high-elevation surface.
As to the tectosphere thickness, my work on STE leads me to agree with Argand's 1926 IGC
proposal that the elevation of Tibet is due to a more extensive former 'Greater India' having been thrust
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('flatly subducted' in modern terminology) beneath that of Tibet, thus doubling its crustal thickness to the
seismologically observed ~70km. As noted above the resultant heating of this Greater India MCC must
also be contributing epeirogenically a lot to the elevation we call the Tibetan Plateau.
Do we have any evidence that the part of Greater India which now underlies Tibet may indeed be
an Archaean craton with such a deeply extending tectospheric keel?
The Kohistan arc and others are part of the subduction record during the northward flight and
~90deg CCW rotation of Greater India after breakup of Gondwanaland. STE occurs when you are
subducting oceanic plate, so the STE preparation of Tibet for Greater India to be thrust beneath it must
have occurred during that northward motion, before the Greater India margin got there.
John Veever's 1991 studies of seafloor spreading around Australia disclosed that its magnetic
anomaly pattern off Western Australia required the former presence there of a considerable-sized Greater
India craton. In that position this is likely to have been the very ancient terrane from which the >4Ga
detrital zircons found at Jack Hills, WA, (Valley etal 2014), 800km north of Perth, may well have come,
because there is in WA no terrane of appropriate age. That would underpin my great tectospheric
thickness inference for Luobusa ophiolite.
It is entirely appropriate that the splits from which the Luobusa and the other YZSZ ophiolites
were generated were associated with the breakup of Gondwanaland with its deep-keeled cratons because,
as I mentioned earlier, there is globally distributed evidence that the breakup, which must have been
progressive rather than a single event, was caused mechanically, by a geomagnetic torque developed in
the core-mantle boundary region, which I have inferred to have been responsible for the large clockwise
rotation of East Antarctica, ongoing at least since that time, not by a deep mantle plume {124}, although
widespread volcanism was one of the major consequences. In this context I found that this CW Antarctica
rotation, with Australia still attached, was responsible for the detachment of Greater India from WA
discussed above, and then drove Greater India the observed ~90deg CCW by roller-block action as it left
Antarctica.
In their comparison in Acta Geologica Sinica 2015 of the Ray Iz and Luobusa ophiolites, JS Yang
and 9 coauthors concluded that the evidence that both ophiolites crystallized at depths of at least 300km
'raises questions regarding current models for the formation of ophiolites and podiform chromitites'.
Those questions are precisely those which my HEO model, as set out in this paper, seems well able to
answer.
Archaean ophiolites?
Finally, were there ophiolites in the Archaean and of what sort?. My answer is Yes, CEOs were
widespread in the form of greenstone belts, but I know of no Archaean HEOs. This may be because
erosion has removed them from their supracrustal positions.
Let me explain. Estimates/guesses of the thickness of Archaean oceanic crust - I prefer to call it
'primitive crust' because the ocean emerged volcanically from the mantle during the Archaean, so some of
the crust was made before there was much ocean - vary widely between 20-45km, so there is no question
that subducting plates were very buoyant and well able to perform shallow STE of the upper plates' crustal
margins to considerable distances. If that crust was also of primitive/oceanic character (= ocean-crusted
forearc) this might lead to removal of all the lower components of that crust, leaving only the uppermost
part - the thick lavas, above the sheeted dykes, if there had been any.
Here, therefore, is our greenstone belt. If, now, an even more buoyant microcraton, built elsewhere
and already incorporated within the subducting plate, reaches and gets stuck at the interface downbend,
subduction will be halted. This will give time for the heat content embodied in the lower plate to be
conducted upward and, as PSM, start to melt its former ocean crust at the (gently dipping) interface. Here
now is the TTG which intrude greenstone belts so widely. Some even exhibit the sweep-back of dates
expected of PSM, which I discussed earlier. The Superior Craton of southern Canada offers several
overlaid examples apparently caused by the successive arrivals of microcratons, when ridge push
repeatedly restarted subduction. In one place we even see (exhumed) the microcraton that caused the
halting. It has long been noted that, in view of the expected fertility of the early Mantle, we find preserved
a marked dearth of Early Archaean microcratons. I suggest that that they are not in fact 'missing' but are
the ones which got stuck at subducton downbends in the TTG-generating sequence and now reside,
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unseen, in the deepest parts of the ancient cratonic crust. Barberton appears to display a uniquely exposed
example.
It's Komati Formation lavas (hence the name komatiite), and named the Jamestown Ophiolite (JO)
by Maarten de Wit, betray the wet-melting mantle condition which we now expect of primitve crust.
Beneath it is no sign of a mantle tectonite, which might qualify it as an HEO. Instead, as for a CEO, we
find a substantial shear zone. But this is underlain by a much older layered metamorphic assemblage. I
interpret this to be that of one our jammed-at-the-downbend missing microcratons whose arrival by
subduction had caused the STE which removed all the lower part of the primitive crust of the JO.
Confusion has been caused by closely matching ages of intrusion into the basement to which JO is
attached, and those into our microcraton. Clearly this is a coincidence; the two were probably far apart at
that time.
Concluding Discussion
I conclude quite simply that there's ample evidence around the world for the major differences in
ophiolite construction, character and tectonic significance, to justify general acceptance that there are
indeed two breeds of ophiolite, Hot-Emplaced (HEO) and Cold-Emplaced (CEO), with HEOs marking
the moment at which a plate separation started - nothing to do with subduction.
Because the current Plate Tectonics paradigm has it that all ophiolites are products of the
subduction closure process I will first outline my findings on CEOs. CEOs are primarily the product of
STE beneath a collision orogen's ocean-crusted forearc, of which there apear to be many examples. STE
involves passage of cold ocean floor beneath the upper plate, so its heat supply from the mantle has been
cut off while this is going on. So whatever you do with , e.g. imbricate, that now-undercut former ocean
crust, it is thoroughly cold and the word 'cold' in the name of a CEO is fully justified, clearly
distinguishing them from HEOs, most of which exhibit a metamorphic sole.
With these points in mind I have pointed out the widespread occurrence of CEOs, especially in
collision orogens and in the Archaean. In my big 2008 Alps/UHP paper {91} centred on the Alps but
extending to five other UHP metamorphic collision belts, I showed that, instead of subduction starting at a
continent-ocean boundary (COB) it did on the contrary, seem in each case to have started in the oceanic
domain, leaving an ocean-crusted forearc, which, as outlined above may then (according to
circumstances) after STE, be imbricated and subducted in slices to a high-pressure domain, and be called
a CEO throughout those several stages.
In view of the novelty to many readers of the HEO concept, I have here dwelt more fully on
examples of HEOs. From this it has become clear that the Geotimes 1972 definition of an ophiolite
emphasized many of the features of HEOs, thus increasing the dificulties, if you follow it, of treating such
an ophioite as a closure product. Of the nine HEOs that I have discussed here in any detail, all exhibit at
least one feature which could not possibly have been associated with subduction. To get an HEO to a
continental margin and then, after depressing and overriding that margin with the load, to elevate it in situ,
without pushing it, to the mountainous character of which we now see many examples, I have recognized
(see (b) and (c) in the Foreword) two new and important thermal epeirogenic petrologically-based
mechanisms, one in the mantle and the other in mature continental crust. Being thermally caused, they are
not available to CEOs. And mechanical pushing is not required, to get them to the positions in which we
now see them.
I have thereby achieved my 1966 ambition to discover a geodynamic process that would make
possible the precise dating of separation. Dating an HEO by measuring the crystallization moment of the
mafic layer that underlies HEOs, but which, as I have shown, is not part of the metamorphic sole sensu
stricto, you measure the moment of the rapid mantle-tectonite rise and burst-out as the splitting proceeds.
Plagiogranites, being an SSZ product, yield a slightly younger date, as was discovered for the Semail
Ophiolite of Oman. This dating is far more precise than any which the subduction process can provide.
Arc volcanism, for example, cannot begin until the newly subducting plate has reached a depth of at least
75km. By that time, on the other side of the scales, plate separation may have reached 100km or more,
making determination of the original fit of a plate assemblage correspondingly uncertain.
There is, however, another mechanism widely regarded as recording the start of a plate separation
- the apparent initiation of a continental rift valley. In the oil industry this or related movements are
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commonly referred to as the 'breakup unconformity'. My website Discussion Contribution No 2 relates to
the 1969 conference at which I had offered for the first time my 'basins by plate separation' idea
suggesting that they then get filled up completely with sediments. In 1973 I published {4} a more fully
developed version of this proposal.
In 1971 Shell, invited me to The Hague to discuss my plate tectonic thinking, telling me inter alia
that in their experience the subsidence of rifts takes place not as a single event, as I had suggested, but in
distinct jerks, with the sedimentary filling rate slowing down until the next. Could I explain this?
I later discovered that the floor of the N Sea Viking Graben contains marine Lower Devonian, yet
it has been labelled as a 'failed arm' of Jurassic age, with an intervening similar subsidence 'event' in the
Permian. Seismic stratigraphy of the Tithonian of the N Sea reported by JR Vail shows several drops in
SL at rates that would require the global heat loss from the ocean floor suddenly and temporarily to be
reduced by up to four-fold; impossible! If sea-level is stable it means that the area of floor annually
brought into existence at MORs, say at 3km water depth, is cooling-subsidence-balanced to provide
subduction of an equal area at, say 6km water depth, where it approaches outer rises of trenches. On the
other hand this was the time at which numerous HEOs were launched onto basin floors in the Alpide belt.
I see their sudden loading of the basin floor, making it approach isostasy more closely, as part of the
explanation of this behaviour.
This jerky approach to isostasy as the IC-floored original rift - Early Devonian in the case of the
Viking Graben - and the mantle beneath it cooled and subsided, has enabled me, with different moments
of rejuvenation, to trace the original Devonian rifting southward across the North Sea all the way to Basle
at the southern end of the Upper Rhine Graben (URG). I infer that the entire more-southerly part of the rift
was Variscan-overthrusted but that part of this roofing fell in quite soon thereafter to expose the Ruhr. In
the Eocene, Alpine disturbances caused the URG roof to fall in, capped by the Mesozoic carbonates still
preserved on the shoulders; aeromagnetic mapping shows near-continuity of the Variscan nappe oblique
pattern on the shoulders with that of the rift floor. After a dextral offset south of the Vosges, the Bresse
Depression, followed by the lower Rhone all the way to the Western Med, may be the ultimate signature
of the Viking Graben event.
Tracing the Viking Graben northward, its late Sil/Dev1 age corresponds with the splitting I have
inferred {91} for the post-Scandian separation of Greenland from Norway-Baltica, having left behind on
the Norwegian margin the exhumed subduction complex previously generated on Greenland's margin but
now seen as the Western Gneiss Region (WGR). Due to the heavy sedimentation from the just-built
Scandian Orogen, that withdrawal then generated the extensive IC which now forms the continental
shelves beween them. So the rifting seen in the Viking Graben was part of a truly intercratonic separation,
therefore its age is relevant for PKA purposes.
The lesson from all this is that, unless you drill to the very bottom of its fill, the date of a graben
can be a wholly unreliable record of the original moment of plate separation needed for PKA. The age of
an HEO is far superior.
This jerky behaviour of graben rejuvenation is one illustration of the important consequences of
plates effectively being thick for the Hirth&Kohlstedt 1996 reason; see (a) in my Foreword. If they are
thick enough, the vertical extent of the walls of any intraplate crack will provide a constraint upon the
vertical movement of material within that crack. In my first attempt 1971 {3}, long before
Hirth&Kohlstedt's paper, to model formation of the axial rift valley at MORs I invoked isostatic failure of
the upwelling material in the deep-walled mantle split below the valley floor. I originally, in person,
submitted that paper to the Editor of Nature in 1968, who was especially impressed with my main
illustration {3} and agreed to send my ms. for review. In response I got rejection on the basis that as an
author unknown to him I had no right to question 'one of the fundamentals of our science'. I subsequently
heard from my friend Drum Matthews, in the same Cambridge department, that the reviewer concerned
had been Teddy [Sir Edward] Bullard, who had raised the matter over departmental morning coffee.
Bullard's reason was that he had used isostasy as the cornerstone of his major review of the East African
Rift System (Phil Trans RS 1936). Undeterred, I sent my paper to EPSL but got another rejection, this
time on the grounds that I should have filled out my model by using laboratory-determined properties of
materials. I habitually avoid doing so in my work; it is for Earth behaviour to tell us what they are/were in
the circumstances at issue.
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At last I sent my paper to Tectonophysics who asked for help in resolving an equal split between
four referees.With the help of a supporting letter from Fred Vine, with whom I had previously
corresponded, they accepted it (1971){3}. All these delays meant that in the interim I had lost, to Norm
Sleep, as he acknowledged privately, the priority for invoking isostatic failure of the floor as responsible
for the median valleys at MORs.
In my now-final and highly versatile version of the MOR process {134} the stiff walls of the
subaxial crack need to extend at least to 120km depth, to accommodate the gt-to-sp peridotite phase
change in the walls, responsible for providing the MOR push-apart force needed, inter alia, for driving
the subduction of still-buoyant plates.
In our HEO model we have the crystallization to the deeply extending crack walls as providing
constraint against mantle burst-out until the buoyancy force of the fill is enough to overcome it.
In all these cases, including the deep tectospheric keels of cratons, we are left in no doubt that the
view on mantle rheology introduced by the Hirth&Kohlstedt 1996 paper, 31 years ago, has indeed
provided us with a truly versatile successor to Plate Tectonics, although what we should now call it is
for others to decide.
In this paper I have pointed out the widespread occurrence of CEOs, especially in collision
orogens and in the Archaean. In view of the novelty to many readers of the HEO concept, I have dwelt
more fully on examples of HEOs. Of the nine HEOs that I have discussed here in any detail, all exhibit at
least one feature which could not possibly have been associated with subduction. To get an HEO to a
continental margin and then, after depressing and overriding that margin with the load, to elevate it in situ
to the mountainous situation in which we now see it, I have recognized (see (b) and (c) in the Foreword)
two new and important thermal epeirogenic petrologically-based mechanisms, one in the mantle and the
other in mature continental crust. Being thermally caused, they are not available to CEOs.
Coleman's 1971 term 'obduction' seems to have arisen from the view, widely-held even now, that
subduction always begins at a continent-ocean boundary (COB). So, if you are ignorant of the Forristall
1972 constraint, you have to suppose that some variant of subduction can push a patch of oceanic crust
uphill onto the continent, and then call it an ophiolite.
Were it not for my recognition ((c) in my Foreword) of the superior thermal epeirogenic property
of MCC, there are countless places in the world in which substantial slices of crust appear now to have
been thrust 'uphill', in total contravention of the Forristall 1972 verdict to which I drew attention early in
this paper. 1971 was a year too early for Coleman to have been aware of that constraint.
*****
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Pressure-depth information from some HEOs
Name and age
of ophiolite

Component of
ophiolite

B. of Islands, Nfld. thin picritic melt veins in
(O1)
hzbte
BOI & St Anthony mafic part of sole
Complex, Nfld.
(O1)
pods within hzbteBallantrae, SW
serpentinite; blocks
Scotland (O1)
under hzbte-serpentinite

Pressure
-depth
Sole

East Sulawesi
(Olig)
Mirdita (J3) Albania

25km

45km+

17km

20km

gt granulite in sole

30km

*****

45km+

35km
partly
obliterated
by V2/SSZ ?

gt lherzolite in mantle
tectonite at contact with
sole
gt amphib part of sole

diamonds in mantle
Luobusa(J3) &
tectonite
Donqiao(J3), Tibet stishovite peudomorphs
in chromitic pods. Other
MTZ relics

Mantle
tectonite
60km+

Semail, Oman (K2) mantle hzbte-tectonite

gt amphib part of sole

using 1 kb =
3km

60km+

100km+
400km+

